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Fun with flags meme

From dancing kids to funny cats and political photoshops, memes spread far and wide. They make us laugh, think and unite. But what are memes? Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins, known for his popular books on science and atheism, coined the term in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene. The word itself is a
combination of gene and a Greek word for imitation, and he argued that culture was the means of transmission. Decades later, we are flooded into entertainment memes and influential thanks to internet culture. The BBC recently wrote about how memes are crucial in our daily lives, carrying news, ideas, and humor in a
clever little package. Memes can help us relax about serious topics. They also spread that jokes to give us a humorous point of view. Iconic star memes usually get the role unexpectedly, and as the world-famous Grumpy Cat, they can capture our hearts. Yuri_Arcurs/Getty Images After adult entertainment, cat pictures
and videos are the most popular content on the internet. It is not surprising, then, that cat memes are so popular that some entrepreneurs make good traffic in them. These memes have evolved into books and picture calendars one day, where cats offer comments on their lives to which we can all refer. Sonsedska/Getty
Images A CGI or demo computer graphics called baby dance may have been the first widely distributed meme-style image. Short, stupid or captivating clips followed, such as the one from video blogger Gary Brolsma who syncs on the lips and gesticulates in front of his computer to the Romanian pop song Numa Numa.
His production values were dire, but the experience caught on, and through the wonders of meme-sharing, he became famous around the world. Vlogging has become a highly profitable YouTube business for entertainers of all ages. physkes/getty images Text typed over iconic images are a meme category of their own.
The girlfriend too attached has crazy eyes and wears quotes like leave the light on so I can watch you sleep. Successful Kid fist-pumps while touting his triumphs, would be buying concert tickets online. Many of these random photos -- Success Kid was just one of many pictures his mother posted on a photo-sharing site
-- became as recognized as big brands. In a crossover, world-famous Grumpy Cat, featured on many grumpy-themed memes, also appeared on the friskies cat food packaging. Andrew Rich/Getty Images Through Legends, Photoshop changes, and lucky photography, memes have provided great political and social
satire. A famous example is a photograph of British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, close to American Donald Trump, about whom Queen Elizabeth spoke. The balloon of legend from the Queen reads I thought you were back in America. yuliang11 / Getty Images Citing Ackbar's Ackbar's Ackbar's a trap! is a popular
photo comment in social social It could be used, for example, as a funny response when someone announces their plans to visit a friend online in person. Characters from movies, television and comics can appear in comment feeds to make a more graphic and humorous point than words alone. Albert L. Ortega/Getty
ImageScute, or kawaii in Japanese, cartoon creatures and emoji characters from Japanese pop culture are popular memes. Hello Kitty is one of the best known, along with Chococat and other related images. Pusheen is a chubby gray kitten that engages in everything from sleeping to enjoying food, offering meme-style
commentary, would be the answer to What do you do? on a messenger app - Pusheen eating pizza says it all. Even emoji shit has become a popular meme online and offline. Emoji hats, T-shirts and even a night light are available. Article/Getty Images Even everyday photos can become memes when accurately
expressing a common experience. The image that says a thousand words can now be used in email and messages to share feelings of joy, despair, loneliness, and emotion without words. When these images are used as memes, they carry a special clarity of the message, as everyone knows what the lonely type image
means. The same goes for a particularly moving sports photo or for the expression of a child's happiness -- The child of success mentioned earlier is a great example in this way, even without subtitles. RobHowarth/Getty Images Memes does for free what companies spend millions trying to achieve: getting the message
out. No wonder Friskies hired Grumpy Cat to be their spokescat, and The Success Kid appeared on the boards for Virgin Media to announce that his parents are taking HD channels at no extra cost. Dos Equis created an advertising concept with a Jonathan Goldsmith subtitled as the Most Interesting Man in the World.
Presented in the form of subtitles-memes, took off online with hundreds, if not thousands of parodies, it would be I don't always listen to the Rolling Stones, but when I do this do my neighbors. BrianAJackson/Getty Memes images aren't just entertaining. According to Richard Dawkins, they carry ideas and opinions in a
contagious form that spreads rapidly from person to person. Social networking offers even higher speed than the email once done. While most memes are humorous, memes is a vehicle for many possibilities. PeopleImages / Getty Images circulate memes? Why are the memes circulating? What does it mean to express
your feelings, attitudes and even politics through memes? This mini three-day course introduces you to the history of GIFs and memes, surveys of use and abuse of memes, and asks you to make your own memes. By the end of the course, you will have better understanding of meme culture and be able to engage more
deeply with this new form of popular art. What's so funny about memes? What's so serious about memes? is done make significant memes? Receive an instructor-signed certificate with the institution's logo to verify your achievements and increase your job prospectsAdd the certificate to your CV or CV, or post it directly
on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the edX course, a non-profit, based on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone globally Over the weekend, both the design community and the gay community lost a legend: Gilbert Baker, creator of the iconic rainbow flag, died. A prominent



artist and activist in San Francisco in the 1970s, Baker is best known for the flag he conceptualized and sewn by hand in 1978. Today, the Rainbow Flag is a ubiquitous symbol of LGBT rights that has brought visibility to movement around the world. It is also a work of art with a history worthy of preservation - in 2015, the
Museum of Modern Art in New York acquired the flag as part of its permanent design collection. [Photo: travelshooter/iStock] In an interview with MoMA curator Michelle Millar Fisher, Baker described the value of being at the center of LGBT rights organization and knowing how to sew. Growing up in rural Kansas, his
grandmother owned a women's clothing store, but no one in the conservative city thought it appropriate to teach him family qualification. After being discharged from the army at the age of 21, Baker moved to San Francisco, bought a sewing machine and learned to sew by making his own clothes. As Baker later became
involved in gay rights activism, skill came in handy to make banners for protests. I was in the army and I went out in 1972 and that became my role, if you will, Baker told Fisher. My job became my activism. At the time, the LGBT community was struggling to find a unitary symbol – the recovered Nazi pink triangle badge
and the Greek lambda letter being the two most popular icons in use. It was necessary to have the Rainbow Flag, because until then we had the pink triangle of the Nazis – it was the symbol they used [to designate homosexuals], Baker told Fisher. It came from such a horrible place of murder and holocaust and Hitler.
We needed something nice, something from us. The rainbow is so perfect because it matches our diversity in terms of race, gender, ages, all these things. In June 1978, Harvey Milk, the gay rights activist and first gay man elected to public office in the states, invited Baker to make a flag for a march. Baker and a team of
30 volunteers painted meters of cotton, then sewed the flag together in the attic of the Gay Community Center in San Francisco. Initial versions manually had eight colors, instead of the six flag has now, but turquoise and pink were finally dropped because they were less common flag colors and therefore too difficult to
manufacture. One One The flag also points out that the six stripes made it easier for protesters to split colors evenly during protests or to divide the flags once large in half to hang on the flag posts. While it is still possible to find the eight-color version of the flag online, it was the six-color flag that really took off and is
seen everywhere today. In an interview with Refinery29 in 2015, Baker pointed to the moment he felt he had truly become an international symbol:For the 25th anniversary of the 1994 Stonewall riots, Baker made a one-mile-long flag for the parade. Coverage of the event was widespread and gay rights were moving into
a new stage of public acceptance. This was the crucial moment, he says, they started to have these little rainbow stickers that people would put in the windows of their store. would be taking Visa and Mastercard. At first, I was like, what the hell is that? We're not a credit card,' he says, laughing. While LGBT rights
activists have made great strides since the creation of the flag, Baker has always been careful to point out in interviews that there was still a way to go- especially in a global context. Even in the United States today, the new administration seems intent to reverse progress on transgender and LGBT rights. A lasting
symbol of diversity, solidarity and human rights for all, Baker's Rainbow Flag lives and is now as relevant as ever. Ever.
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